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Mobbing: Detection of the stalker through language 
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 "When someone like us successfully achieves what we had deposited in the trunk of dreams, 
when another achieves what we have given up, our ego sometimes cannot bear it, especially if 
that someone, that other one, is close to us. time, in space, in age, in reputation, in birth. " 
Elena Ochoa. 

 

1- Objectives and Introduction 

First of all, thank the organizers for their expressed interest in the topic of psychological 
harassment at work and the invitation to participate in this event. 

The reason for my communication focuses on the subject of manipulation through language and 
starts from the idea that the knowledge and analysis of paradoxical communication in bullying 
can be a useful and very economical instrument to unmask the harasser. 

Given that there is a bias in mobbing, an immoral purpose, in the words of the magistrate Don 
Ramón Gimeno Lahoz (1) " mobbing is the labor pressure aimed at the self-elimination of a 
worker, through his labor denigration", reaching the point of unmasking the stalker through the 
evidence that he himself provides us, that is to say his own words, can prevent the victimized 
worker from being excluded from the world of work. Therefore, detecting the main harasser, in 
addition to providing us with the necessary elements to face violence, will also be of great help 
in protecting the victim. 

Much has been written on the subject of bullying at work, and that is good given that it has 
contributed to the dissemination of this serious problem. The mobbing has serious 
consequences on the health of the worker. The phenomenon has been widely described both 
with regard to the actions of bullying, as well as its causes as well as the manifestations of the 
harassed with regard to the repercussions on their health. What often worries is being able to 



know if there is mobbing or not; therefore, quickly discerning who is the instigator of the 
harassment will help preventionists to be able to give adequate attention to the victim and 
thereby avoid a worsening of the repercussions on health. Without a doubt, it can also be an 
effective method to detect the false positives that are doing so much harm to the true victims. 

 

2- Methodology 

We know that in order to harass another human being, the harasser will have to carry out two 
types of manipulations, one directed at the victim's environment and another directed towards 
the harassed person. 

For the harasser, the manipulation aimed at the environment has the purpose of making him his 
ally, either to collaborate in the harassment or so that he does not make the obvious evident 
and for this the only thing the harasser asks is that he do nothing. The environment that does 
nothing becomes a tacit collaborator of the harassment. Manipulation of language directed at 
the victim is intended to harm and destabilize the victim. 

The methodology used in this paper is based on a theoretical study of manipulation through 
language, its conceptual theoretical framework being that of the theory of human 
communication by Watzlawick, Beavelas and Jackson (2). Next, this paper applies this theoretical 
construct to practice in order to analyze the harasser's own language, that is, the way in which 
the harasser uses the language to manipulate and to end the presentation with a practical part 
of evaluation of typical expressions of the harasser through the analysis of some specific 
examples, in order to hone in on the detection of the main stalker or instigator. 

 

 2. 1 - Language Manipulation 

Whoever manipulates is called manipulator. Wicked manipulation deceives with insidiousness. 
Language is perverted; each word hides a misunderstanding that turns against the chosen 
victim. 

We cannot forget that bullying is born in a nondescript way and spreads insidiously. At first 
harassed people do not want to be offended and do not take hints and vexations seriously. Then 
the attacks multiply. 

Language manipulation is a tool of the psychological harasser, since: 

l It aims to hide the exercise of violence 

l At the same time it uses privileged information to harm. 

l It is necessary to understand its seductive power. In the record of perverse communication, 
the other must be prevented from thinking, understanding, acting; be it the victim or the 
environment. For Escudero and Poyatos (authors of the book Mobbing  Multidisciplinary analysis 
and legal strategy.) (3) it is normal for crises and conflicts to take place in a group of people. 

A hurtful warning in a moment of exasperation or bad mood is not significant; and it is even less 
so if excuses are presented below. What constitutes the destructive phenomenon is the 
repetition of humiliation and humiliation. Harassment is a terrifying phenomenon because it is 
inhumane. He does not know the moods, nor the mercy. Co-workers, out of lowliness, 



selfishness, or fear, prefer to stay out of it. When such an asymmetric and destructive interaction 
starts between two people, all it does is progressively amplify itself, unless an outside person 
intervenes vigorously. If at some point in the harassment process someone, with a certain 
power, reacts in a healthy way, the process stops. This is the reason that gives greater 
significance to detecting, in its first manifestations, the harasser, because this way the spiral of 
violence that mobbing entails can be stopped. 

We will approach the understanding of language manipulation through the study of: 

 1- The terms used 

 2 - Mental schemas 

 3 - Strategic approaches 

 4 - Strategic procedures 

 

1- The Terms Used: The manipulator makes an abusive use of the words "talisman" of each 
culture, in such a way that having that added value culturally they do not have to be 
demonstrated and often just cover up a reality opposite to that expressed by the manipulator . 
The deception is that the issuer, when naming a talisman, knows that listeners assume that it 
defines a reality. We must remember that naming a word is not a guarantee that its meaning is 
true. 

 

2- Mental Schemes: The person who uses language to manipulate the wills of others makes 
excessive use of conflicting options. If we analyze the two options in depth, we can find that 
they can be complementary. The deception lies in making them exclusive since if the receiver 
could realize the complementarity, the existing conflict could be resolved and the manipulator 
needs crisis situations to achieve his objectives. 

 

3-The Strategic Approaches: The manipulator uses lies and falsehood through an explanatory 
statement that alters the truth or silences it. The argument of a manipulator always includes a 
falsehood, to discover it is to leave the manipulator without that argument, with this the 
manipulator will have to try to find another argument that justifies its action, and in it there will 
be falsehoods, which must be removed light and make them evident. 

 

4-The Strategic Procedures: The strategy used by the manipulator to achieve the discredit of the 
victim is the use of rumor mill, hypercriticalism and self-definition as a standard bearer of a 
"noble cause" that justifies the arbitrary use of violence. slander, slander, lies and malicious 
innuendo are used. 

 

 2.2 The Language of the Stalker 

We have seen the use of language as a method used by manipulators to get the people around 
them to act for the benefit of the manipulator; Now we are going to apply what we have studied 



to the specific case of moral harassment at work or mobbing. The mobbing responds to a plan. 
A hidden plan, which is difficult to see. The language that any stalker uses is paradoxical 
communication. For this reason we are going to analyze the two concepts: "communication" 
and "paradox ". To continue with our approach, we need to do a little immersion in the 
theoretical concepts of the theory of human communication. We define the paradox as a 
contradiction. 

The paradox is the contradiction that results from a correct deduction from congruent premises 
(Communication Theory ) It is said that a thing is a paradox when logically it should be one way, 
but it is the opposite way (Dictionary definition) . In a process of psychological harassment the 
paradox arises l Both at the level of language l As at the level of behavior . At the behavioral level 
we find both non-verbal communication and acts of non-communication. We understand 
exaggerated sighs, shrugging, contemptuous glances as non-verbal communication. And as acts 
of non-communication: ignoring a greeting, not answering a question, acting as if a certain 
person was not present, turning away. 

 

 2.3 Stalker Detection 

There are some clues for detecting the stalker through the language used by if same. From now 
on we are going to focus on the paradox of verbal language. In this paper the paradoxical 
communication contained in non-verbal communication will not be analyzed, as it exceeds the 
claims of this study. We are going to find the paradox in the verbal language, looking for the keys 
that will help us in the detection, namely: the contradiction in the discourse, and the 
inconsistency in the reasoning. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Often in mobbing what strikes you first in stalker speech is that feeling that there is something 
that does not follow logic. Delving into that perception instead of removing it from our mind will 
be the first step to learn to detect an expert manipulator of communication such as the perverse 
organization. It is very common for the harasser to attribute bad faith attitudes to the victim 
without evidence of it. An open attitude is to listen to the intentions that the harasser attributes 
to the victim, since they will give us the intimate motives of the manipulator himself to harass. I 
do not want to dwell too much on this point, but it is known that the harasser attributes or 
"accuses" the victim of his own intentions as if it were a mirror and attributes to the victim, his 
own mistakes and his own fears. 

The mobbing does not seek to damage the damage, look for this damage produces a result. The 
stalker uses language to manipulate and thus achieve his ends. Language manipulation is 
concretized in the use of incongruity and contradiction, and these two elements are always 
present in all manipulative discourse. 

In conclusion, to break the spell of the manipulator through communication, we must look in his 
speech: 

1- The lack of logic or the perplexing logic, that is, the incongruity. 

2- The contradiction, through: 



a) Fallacies, namely false arguments, which include innuendo and misunderstandings. 

b) Errors, that is, the intentional mistake in the reasoning. 

 

We already have the keys to detect the stalker. His own language gives us these keys and these 
will allow us, from now on, to be less vulnerable to the manipulation of that expert character in 
the use of paradoxical communication. Knowing these keys gives us some immunity against 
manipulation. Being less vulnerable to manipulation will allow us to differentiate the bully from 
the victim and will also be helpful in distinguishing between the instigator of bullying and his 
sympathizers. I consider it very important to know how to differentiate the main harasser from 
other people in the work environment who are close to the victim and who have been 
manipulated by the harasser. These people are the ones who transmit and spread the gossip 
about the victim, but they are not manipulators, on the contrary, they are also victims of the 
manipulator since they have been manipulated in order to help the harasser get rid of the victim 
by increasing discredit Of the same. 

Discrediting the victim will always provide a profit for the instigator of the bullying. The benefit 
that the harasser will acquire with the victim's discredit could not be achieved without the use 
of harassment. It is the fraudulent acquisition by the harasser of this ultimate goal (through 
harassment) that will determine whether or not mobbing has been beneficial to the harasser. 

A positive resolution of mobbing within the organization must contemplate that the harasser 
does not get the desired object; otherwise it will serve as a reinforcement of this harassing 
strategy, with which it is probable that the harasser will again use that technique that has been 
so profitable for him and with that harassment is established as a habitual way of operating in 
within the company and turning the entire organization into a toxic context, that is, a breeding 
ground for other future harassments. 

 

Notes: 

(1) Course "Analysis of the regulation and jurisprudence on psychological harassment" (14-4-
03) Center d´ Estudis Jurídics. Generalitat of Catalunya. 

(2) Theory of Human Communication”. Watzlawick and others. 

(3) Escudero, José Francisco and Poyatos, Gloria. " Mobbing: Multidisciplinary Analysis and 
Legal Strategy ". Barcelona. Bosch, 2004. 
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